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Silicate glasses are indispensable for optical and photonics applications, and their properties are affected by
phase-separated structures. Understanding the phase separation behavior inside the glasses is thus crucial for
controlling their optical properties. Here, we attempt to identify the phase-separated structure inside silicate
glass by high-angular annular dark field-scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) combined
with a multi-slice image simulation. In addition to the phase-separated structure, we also demonstrate that
the identifications of the type and stage of the phase-separation are possible by the HAADF observation in com-
bination with a phase separation simulation.
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Silicate glass is widely used in industry and technology, such as op-
tical fibers, cover glasses for displays, and building windows. Its wide-
spread applications arise from its varied properties, such as electric
conductivity [1,2], high mechanical property [3,4], and ionic conductiv-
ity [5–7],which are achievedwhilemaintaining its optical transparency.

To achieve optical transparency, the fabrication of homogeneous
glass without dielectric interfaces that scatter optical light is important.
However, some multicomponent silicate glass systems are known to
separate into two or more phases and possess dielectric interfaces;
this phenomenon is called phase separation. Although phase separation
is usually not preferable for some optical glasses because of a degrada-
tion in the optical transparency, the active use of phase separation to
enhance the optical property has also been reported [8,9]. An under-
standing of the mechanism of the phase separation in silicate-based
glass and knowledge of how to control this phenomenon are crucial
for the development of additional advanced optical glasses.

A phase-separated structure, especially on the nanometer scale, has
been identified by using a scattering method, namely the structure has
been observed in a Fourier space. These observations and theoretical
analyses revealed the statistical behavior of phase separation and its
structure [10,11]. Consequently, some theories have been developed.
However, these theories are not ideal because they ignore interactions
among the phases, which are difficult to treat in the Fourier space. For
a greater understanding of the phase separation behavior, a real space
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observation of the phase separation and determining the interaction
among phases have to be clarified.

Recently, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
equipped with a spherical aberration corrector has achieved a sub-nm
scale spatial resolution, and observation of phase-separated structures
on the tens-nanometer order [12]. In these studies, the phase-
separated structures were generally identified by some spectroscopic
methods, such as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) or energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), because they are commonly
chemical sensitive [13,14]. However, an imaging method, such as the
bright-field (BF) and high angular annular dark field (HAADF)methods,
is usually used to obtain complementary information to the EELS or EDX
mapping. It is known that the contrast of theHAADF-STEMmethod is al-
most proportional to the square of the atomic number [15,16]. Since
HAADF image observations require a shorter duration time than those
with EELS or EDX, the HAADF method is expected to provide the bene-
fits of less damage and a shorter time for observation. These advantages
are really important to observe beam-sensitive materials, such as sili-
cate glasses, with high resolution to obtain detailed information about
the phase-separated structure. However, even though there have been
some reports on the identification of the phase separation of metallic
glass using HAADF, to date, there have only been a few reports on the
identification of the phase separation of nanometer scale silicate glass
[12].

Here, we attempt to identify the nm-scale phase-separated structure
in silicate glass by HAADF-STEM. In addition to the identification of the
phase-separated structure, we also discuss the possibility for determin-
ing the thermodynamicmeaning of thedistribution of theHAADF inten-
sity obtained by observation with sub-nm resolution.
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Fig. 1. (a) HAADF image of the 900-min sample. Intensity ratio between the bright region
and dark region is approximately 1.15 to 1.25. (b) Thickness mapping obtained by EELS.
(c) Line profiles along the white lines in panels (a) and (b).
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The silicate-based glass 20 CaO-10 Al2O3-70 SiO2 (mass%)
(22.0–6.1–71.9 mol%) was selected in this study because this composi-
tion is known to be located at the edge of the immiscibility region of the
phase diagram and has been reported to separate into a major Ca-rich
region and minor Si region [8]. The glasses with the similar composi-
tions have been investigated, and a growth of the phase separated struc-
ture has been reported [17,18]. The bulk glass samples were prepared
by the conventional melt-quench method. The mixed batch materials
(analytical reagent grade) of SiO2, Al2O3 and CaCO3 were melted in an
electric furnace at 1650 °C in a Pt90Rh10 crucible for 3 h. The melt was
quenched into water to produce small fragments, and then mixed and
re-melted in the crucible at 1680 °C for 3 h to further homogenize the
glasses. The second melt was cooled by being cast onto a carbon
plate to obtain cylindrical glass. Some of the samples were annealed at
900 °C in air for 900 min. The quenched sample without annealing is
hereafter referred to as the “0-min sample”, and the annealed sample
for 900 min is called “900-min sample”. From the thermodynamic the-
ory, a much larger phase separated structure should be observed in the
900-min sample.

To avoid changes in the phase-separated structure of the glass by
further heating and ion irradiation, the transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) sample was fabricated by the crushing method [19]. STEM
observation was performed using an aberration-corrected scanning
transmission electron microscope (JEM-ARM200F, JEOL Ltd.) equipped
at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF), and electron energy loss spectra (EELS) were observed
[3,20,21]. The convergent and detection angles for the HAADF image
were approximately 40 and from 68~280 mrad, respectively. The thick-
ness measurement was performed using EELS by the log-ratio method
with the inelastic mean free path of 155 nm [22].

To investigate the HAADF image, we performedHAADF image simu-
lation using the multi-slice method. The glassy structure of SiO2 pos-
sessed 3240 Si atoms and 6480 O atoms in a 2.13 × 2.13 × 32.09 nm
cell. Since HAADF intensity is changed by atom densities, thickness,
and composition, their dependences on the HAADF intensity were sep-
arately considered by preparing calculation cells with different atom
densities, thicknesses, and compositions. The atomdensitywas changed
by changing the cell size. The compositionwas changed by randomly re-
placing some Si atomswith Al atoms and Ca atoms. Furthermore, simple
simulations of the phase separations were performed to discuss the
phase separation behavior from the HAADF intensity,

Fig. 1(a) shows the HAADF image of the 900-min sample. From the
HAADF image, it was observed that the contrast was not uniform, and
dark droplet-like areas 20 nm to 60 nm in diameter were clearly ob-
served. It is known that a droplet-type phase-separated structure is
formed when the volume fractions of the two phases in the phase dia-
gram are asymmetric. According to the phase diagram of the present
system, the formation of the droplet shapes is thus reasonable [8]. The
HAADF intensity ratio between the bright region and the dark region
was 1.15–1.25. Furthermore, the area fraction between the bright and
dark regions was around 0.36 (dark region/bright region). From the
convergent and detection angles of the present HAADF-STEM observa-
tion, the following three causes for the HAADF intensity deviation can
be considered: the differences in 1) atom density, 2) thickness, and
3) composition. To determine the origin of the HAADF intensity devia-
tion, first we simulated the image contrast by using a multi-slice
method [23], and then confirmed it using EELS.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the HAADF intensity on the atom
density, thickness, and composition. Basically, the intensity linearly in-
creased with an increase of them. First, we focused on the effect of the
atom density. As described above, density was changed by changing
the cell-size of the simulated model without compositional change. As
shown in Fig. 2(a), an increase of approximately 18% in the atomdensity
was needed to cause a HAADF intensity change. Since the Young's mod-
ulus of SiO2 is 73.0 GPa [24], a compressed/tensile stress of 3.94GPawas
necessary to result in the bright/dark contrast in the HAADF image.
Namely, a very localized and strong compressed/tensile stress is neces-
sary. Such a nano-sized and abrupt stress distribution is unrealistic, and
thus the atom density was not the main factor for the HAADF intensity
deviation.

If the difference in the HAADF intensity was caused by the difference
in thickness, the bright region needed to be approximately 20% thicker
than the dark region (Fig. 2(b)). To confirm the thickness of the ob-
served area, the thickness was measured using EELS (Fig. 1(b)), and
found that the thickness gradually changed from the edge (approxi-
mately 10 nm) to the inside (approximately 90 nm) of the sample.
The line profile of the thickness from the bright to dark regions along
the dashed lines is shown in Fig. 1(c). The thicknesses at the bright
and dark regions were approximately 38.5 nm and 34.5 nm, respec-
tively, which indicated that a difference of only 8.9% was observed for



Fig. 2. Dependence of HAADF intensity on (a) atom density, (b) thickness, and
(c) concentration of Ca. The white regions in the figures show the ratio between the
intensity of the bright region and dark region in the experimental HAADF image. Yellow
line in panel (c) shows the case where Si atoms were only replaced by Ca atoms. Red
line shows the case where Si atoms were replaced by Ca and Si atoms, and 13% of Si
atoms were replaced by Al. Relative intensity, thickness, and atom density are calculated
by comparison with those obtained by the initial SiO2 cell. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 3. (a) EELS obtained from rectangles in the HAADF image shown in Fig. 1(a). Blue
spectrum is obtained from the blue rectangle in the bright region and the yellow
spectrum is obtained from the yellow rectangles in the dark region (Fig. 1(a)). (b) Ca
mapping. (c) Si mapping. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the thickness. These analyses indicated that the thickness did not largely
influence the deviation of the HAADF intensity.

Concerning the effect of the composition, we have investigated the
effect of “relative” compositional change because the relative change
is important to identify the phase separation behavior. Fig. 2(c) shows
that replacement of approximately 33% of the Si atoms by Ca atoms
was needed to reproduce the difference in theHAADF intensity. In addi-
tion,we also investigated the effect of Al on theHAADF intensity, butwe
found that the effect of Al was almost negligible because of the similar
atomic numbers (ZSi = 14, ZAl = 13). Based on the reported phase dia-
gram, this compositional change by the phase separation was reason-
able for the present systems [8].

From the investigations in Fig. 2(a)–(c), we found that the composi-
tional change is themost plausible candidate for the origin of theHAADF
intensity deviation. To obtain the compositional information directly,
two-dimensional EELS observations were performed. Fig. 3(a) shows
the EEL spectra obtained from the bright (blue line) and dark (yellow
line) regions. The signals from Ca and Si appeared around 35.0 eV (Ca-
M2,3 edge) and 110.0 eV (Si-L2,3 edge), respectively. Both the Ca and Si
signals were observed in the bright region, whereas the Ca signal was
not observed in the dark region, which indicated the absence of Ca in
the dark region.

Fig. 3(b) and (c) show the two-dimensional intensity maps of the
Ca-M2,3 edge and Si-L2,3 edge, respectively. The backgrounds for the re-
spective edgeswere separately subtracted, and the energywindows be-
tween 30.0∼38.3 eV and 104.0∼119.0 eV were used for the Ca and Si
mapping, respectively. From the Ca and Si mapping, it was clearly
seen that the bright and dark regions in theHAADF image corresponded
to the Ca-rich and Ca-free areas, respectively. This is reasonable because



Fig. 4. HAADF images of (a) 0-min sample and (b) 900-min sample. (c) Line profiles of
experimental and simulation data. Green and red thick lines obtained along the lines in
panels (a) and (b). Green and red thin lines are obtained from the simulation of initial
stage and final stage of spinodal and bimodal decompositions. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the atomic number of Ca is higher than that of Si and Al. Furthermore,
the absence of Ca in the dark region also agreedwith the phase diagram
in the previous study [8].

Using the EELS mapping shown in Fig. 3(b), (c), we found that the
dark regions were basically Ca-free regions. Furthermore, we know
the thickness of the observed regions from Fig. 1(b). From the composi-
tional and thickness information, we were able to estimate the Ca con-
centration in the bright regions. The regional fraction between the dark
and bright regionswas approximately 0.36, and the dark regions did not
contain Ca. Based on the mass conservation rule, the average composi-
tion of the bright region was 30.4 CaO-8.36 Al2O3–61.2 SiO2 (mol%),
whichwas in very good agreementwith the estimated Ca concentration
obtained using the HAADF image simulation (approximately 33%)
shown in Fig. 2(c).

The analyses of the HAADF image and EELSmapping commonly sug-
gested that the deviation in the HAADF image was caused by the com-
positional fluctuation of Ca in particular.

As mentioned above, the identification of the compositional change
using the HAADF-STEM image was superior to the identification using
EELS in terms of the electron irradiation damage. Our above investiga-
tions demonstrated that the HAADF intensity fluctuation was mainly
caused by the compositional changes for the present glass system. Fur-
thermore, our image analysis shown in Fig. 2(c) showed that theHAADF
intensity linearly increased with the increase of the Ca concentration.
These results suggested that the HAADF-image intensity analysis com-
bined with the image simulation has the potential to identify the
phase separation behavior of silicate glass systems.

Finally, we attempted to investigate the phase separation behavior
of the present glass from the HAADF image intensity. The HAADF
image of the 0-min samplewas also obtained as shown in Fig. 4(a). Sim-
ilar to the 900-min sample (Fig. 4(b)), droplet-like dark regions were
also observed in the 0-min sample, and the bright region was 16%
brighter than the dark region, which indicated that the difference of
the HAADF intensity for the 0-min sample was also caused by a compo-
sitional fluctuation. The presence of the Ca-free region, even in the 0-
min sample, indicated that the cooling rate (approximately ~100 K/s)
was not sufficient to freeze the high temperature state and thus the
phase separation occurred during the cooling process. The dark regions
grew by annealing and their sizes were 8.4 nm and 23.8 nm for the 0-
min and 900-min samples, respectively.

To determine the compositional fluctuation induced by the phase
separation, the line profiles of the HAADF intensities are shown in
Fig. 4(c). The profile of the compositional fluctuation was a sine-wave-
like profile for the 0-min sample (green thick line), whereas it was a
hemisphere + plane-like shape for the 900-min sample (red thick
line). This change in the HAADF intensity profile was ascribed to the dif-
ferent stage of the phase separation.

It is known that the temporal behavior of the phase separation can
be divided into three stages; initial, middle, and final stages [25], and
each stage has a characteristic compositional distribution. To identify
the phase separation stage from the HAADF image, a compositional
change during the phase separation and their HAADF intensity profiles
were simulated. Fig. 4(c) shows the simulated compositional profile of
the initial stage of the spinodal and binodal phase separation, and the
final stage of the phase separation (the final stages of the spinodal and
binodal phase separations are known to converge to the same state).
In the simulation, we assumed that the composition fluctuation
followed the sine wave at the initial stages, and the window function
and droplet (sphere) shaped Si-rich phase for the final stage. As can
be seen in Fig. 4(c), the initial and the final stage of the spinodal decom-
position showed sine-wave- and hemisphere+ plane-like contrast and
those profiles fitted well to the line profiles of the 0-min and 900-min
samples, respectively, which indicated that the present specimen
showed the spinodal-type phase separation and was initiated during
cooling to reach the final state after the 900minute annealing. These re-
sults suggest that the HAADF-STEM and the image simulation have the
potential to determine not only the static phase separation structure but
also the dynamics of the phase separation behavior.

The nanometer-scale phase separated structure of the silicate-glass,
20.0%CaO-10.0%Al2O3-70.0%SiO2 (mass%), was successfully identified
using aberration corrected STEM and EELS. By combining the image
simulation, we found that the fluctuation in the HAADF intensity is
mainly caused by the Ca concentration. We showed that the phase-
separation can be identified by the HAADF contrast. We demonstrated
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that the composition can be determined within 3% error by combining
the HAADF and themultislice simulation. Furthermore, we also investi-
gated the phase separation behavior of the present glass, and found that
the present glass shows a spinodal type phase separation and the 0-min
and 900-min specimens are at the initial (or early middle) and final
stages of the phase separation, respectively.

Based on this study, we can conclude that the present method is
powerful to investigate the phase separation behavior of glassmaterials
and helps to understand the mechanism of the phase separation.
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